W hat made me decide to contribute to this volume of essays was a feeling of exclusion, so to speak. Although the literature on the scholarship of pedagogy and the New England Center for Inclusive Teaching (NECIT) seminars indeed resonate with many of my concerns as a person of foreign origin in American academe, none of the speakers at the local NECIT events or the authors of the literature I surveyed represents my discipline. They come overwhelmingly from English departments, followed by a few historians, sociologists, psychologists, and, more rarely, a scientist. So it seems to me that if exploring difference to recognize common grounds is one of the primary concerns of my teaching and scholarship, then it would only be logical to use my apparent otherness among my colleagues in this enterprise as a productive springboard to locate allies. So drawing on the issues of diversity, multiculturalism, and racism in the classroom and in the institutional setting, in this chapter, I examine my discipline's idiosyncrasies that determine its position within academe, its role in an art school setting, its effectiveness as a tool to engage in discussions of social inequities, and my position in the classroom as a male teacher of color representing this discipline. I see this exercise as a form of self-reflection, even as a self-critique at times.
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The literature on the politics of pedagogy frequently addresses the question of difference, especially the problem of student hostility that professors-those of color, in particular-face when approaching the issue of race and diversity in predominantly white institutions.
1 Some of those encounters echo my own early experience in the American classroom. My first-hand acquaintance with American academe and culture began in the late 1980s, when I came to the United States as a graduate student. During my early years as a teaching assistant, not too infrequently did I face one or more defiant students who clearly had an I-don't-have-to-take-you-seriously attitude. It didn't take me long to understand that my alien origin, evident in my demeanor, body language, and accent, was responsible for such a defiant gesture. As a countermeasure, I eventually developed a two-sided classroom persona. One was the polite, humorous I-am-here-to-assist-you side, whereas the other issued a silent warning: "Don't try to be smart with me!" I cannot explain how exactly this strategy evolved, but I definitely built "an armor," one that Karen Leong mentions when recalling her ordeals in the classroom (Leong 2002, 193) . What Leong sees as a necessary protection for a female instructor of color against student resistance, I needed no less as a male teaching assistant of color. This gradually made my interactions with my students much smoother. It was merely a question of my survival with dignity-a task of moving from my marginalized "third-world status" to the center, where I could return their gaze to assert my presence. To this end, I had to appear abrasive at times to specific individuals, who most often got the message.
The occasional difficulty I had in that early phase, however, had entirely to do with cultural difference-my South Asian male presence in the American classroom. But I hardly ever had to face the problem of classroom controversies over course content, a recurrent issue critically discussed in the literature. This, I believe, is due primarily to the peculiarities of my discipline. It seems, therefore, that a quick look at the character and status of my discipline is important, in the context of which I can then discuss aspects of my teaching.
Art History: A Marginalized Discipline
I believe that the dynamics of an art history course involving such static visual media as painting, sculpture, photography, and architecture fundamentally differ from that of a course in most other humanistic disciplines on at least two counts. First, despite the undeniable immediacy and concreteness of visual images, the referential function of language, notwithstanding all possible contingencies of textual meaning, is capable of triggering much more sustainable emotional links to reality (never mind the cliché, "a picture is worth a thousand words"). The visual arts, on the other hand, have a much stronger legacy of self-referential abstraction, emblematized by
